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From the Foreword by Susan L. Graham: This book takes on the challenges of contemporary

languages and architectures, and prepares the reader for the new compiling problems that will

inevitably arise in the future.The definitive book on advanced compiler design This comprehensive,

up-to-date work examines advanced issues in the design and implementation of compilers for

modern processors. Written for professionals and graduate students, the book guides readers in

designing and implementing efficient structures for highly optimizing compilers for real-world

languages. Covering advanced issues in fundamental areas of compiler design, this book discusses

a wide array of possible code optimizations, determining the relative importance of optimizations,

and selecting the most effective methods of implementation.* Lays the foundation for understanding

the major issues of advanced compiler design* Treats optimization in-depth* Uses four case studies

of commercial compiling suites to illustrate different approaches to compiler structure,

intermediate-code design, and optimizationâ€•these include Sun Microsystems's compiler for

SPARC, IBM's for POWER and PowerPC, DEC's for Alpha, and Intel's for Pentium an related

processors* Presents numerous clearly defined algorithms based on actual cases* Introduces

Informal Compiler Algorithm Notation (ICAN), a language devised by the author to communicate

algorithms effectively to people
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This book is the comprehensive text for anyone working on an optimizing compiler for uniprocessor



systems. It gives good detail on all major approaches and is up-to-date on important techniques like

SSA form and partial redundancy information. As someone working directly in the field, it's saved

me the effort of hunting up original research papers in many areas. One drawback for this book as a

practical tool: the pseudocode used to illustrate examples is often pretty far from being suitable for

real implementations.A warning: this is not an introductory book, and people who want to learn

about the basics of building a compiler should look elsewhere; perhaps Andrew Appel's ``Modern

Compilers'' series. Muchnick's book is for people who want to write compilers which generate

high-performance code.

I have been working on language processors, interpreters andcompilers for almost twenty years. I

try to order all the booksthat have something unique to say about compiler design

andimplementation. This is one of the best books I have seen onadvanced compiler design. I have

owned it since it was firstpublished. Going back and rereading it I am reminded of whatand excellent

book it is, which is what motivated this review.Advanced compiler design deals with various forms of

optimization,including local, global and loop optimization. This is a complextopic with thirty years of

research behind it (it is interestingto note that the late Gary Kildall, of CP/M fame, did some

earlywork on optiimization in the early 1970s). No single book canprovide complete coverage of all

optimization issues. However,this book, along with Allen and Kennedy's equally

excellent"Optimizing Compilers for Modern Architectures" covers almosteverything you need to

know.One of the problems with the academic literature on compileroptimization is that it can be

unnecessarily obscure. Muchnickwrites clearly, with the implementer in mind. He provides awide

range of techniques, allowing the implementer to choosethe correct one for a given compiler. This

approach is bothuseful and necessary: there is no single method for buildinga compiler, given the

range of languages and design objectives.Muchnick covers everything you need to know about

local andglobal scalar optimization, including scalar optimization inloops and optimization for

modern processor architecture.The only thing missing is an indepth coverage of loop

dependenceand optimization techniques, which is provided by Allen andKennedy.If you are working

on the design, implementation or extension ofa modern compiler, this book should be part of your

library.

This is a very good intermediate/advanced text for codegen & optimization.Having spent nearly 15

years working on compiler development, with most of it spent on codegen & optimization in compiler

backends, I was very happy to see this book published ten years ago when I was relatively new to



the field and hungry for more information.The good: Coverage of many important topics, and a

better discussion of the phase ordering issues than I've seen in other texts.The bad: The writing

style is okay, but not great. Little insight is typically given for the problems discussed. A very

annoying aspect of the book is that the author sometimes goes into great detail about one

technique, and then later mentions another (often superior, IMO) way to solve the problem at hand,

without going into much detail. As a working compiler writer, I would have preferred it be the other

way around.The very very bad: The ICAN notation used throughout the book is verbose, unintuitive,

and ultimately takes away from the presentation. Compare the complicated detail-filled ICAN listings

in this book to the simple, elegant algorithms in the Dragon Book or Cooper/Torczon's text.
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